Abstract. Biscalar and bivector Green's functions of wave equations are calculated explicitly in de Sitter space time. The calculation is performed by considering the electromagnetic field generated by the spontaneous creation of an electric charge.
1. Introduction. Wave equations and their Green's functions play an important part in the different branches of theoretical physics. Although most of the investigations are usually made in the background of flat space time with the line element ds2 = nikdxidxk (1) with ik = diag. [-1, -1, -1, +1], there is now a growing interest in wave equations in curved space. This interest owes its origin to the general theory of relativity according to which the Newtonian concept of gravitation is replaced by the curvature of space time. Thus instead of the line element (1), we have to consider a more general line element ds2 = gikdXidXkj (2) where gs are functions of space time and are related to the distribution of matter and energy through a set of nonlinear partial differential equations. In such a background the wave operator has the form EJQ = gikQ; ik,
where Q is a tensor quantity of a given rank. The presence of covariant derivatives makes the form (3) much more complicated than the usual flat space form. Although explicit forms for the Green's functions are not known, formal representations have been given by various authors (cf. Courant and Hilbert,I DeWitt and Brehme,2 Lichnerowicz3 4). These representations are useful in understanding the general properties of Green's functions, but they are not of any help in solving an explicit problem.
In this paper explicit forms are given for the scalar and vector Green's functions in de Sitter space. These forms are arrived at by considering a problem in electrodynamics, viz., the electromagnetic potentials and fields associated with charge creation. This problem is of interest in its own right, apart from any cosmological implications that it may have. We begin with the definitions and formal representations of the Green's functions involved.
2. Notation and Definitions. We define the biscalar and bivector Green's functions G(X,A) and GixiA through the wave equations ElG(X,A) = [-g(X,A)]-1'254(X,A),
ElGiXiA + RIXlx GIXVA = [-g(XA)1Il/29iXf64(XA), (5) and the symmetry conditions G(X,A) = G(A,X); GiXiA = GUAfX. 
where G1~t has support on the future light cone and GAdV has support on the past light cone of A. GRet and GAdv also satisfy (4) but not (6) . Similar We wish to determine the Green's functions in de Sitter space time and, hence, we first proceed to calculate the gi,, along null geodesics in this space time.
Considerable simplification results if we use a conformally flat line element to describe the space time:
Here Q(t) is given by
where H is a positive constant. Since null geodesics are conformally invariant, the two points A: (o,a) and X: (r,t) are connected by a null geodesic provided (t-a)2 = x2+y2+z2 = r2.
Here we have taken r to have three Cartesian components (x, y, z).
The giVXi are obtained from first principles by propagating a vector from A to X parallel to itself along the null geodesic rXA. A simple calculation gives
For convenience of writing we have suppressed the index suffixes iA and ix on the understanding that the first index refers to X and the second to A.
3. The Electromagnetic Potential Associated with Charge Creation. We shall calculate the electromagnetic field produced by a particle a of charge e in the de Sitter space given by (12). Let a" denote the coordinates of a typical point on the world line of a. Then the retarded 4-potential produced by the charge at a general point X is given by A(a)(X) = 47re f GRet i dam (16) where, for convenience, we have dropped the suffix X for the indices at X. This produces no ambiguity in subsequent calculations. The potential (16) 
Comparison with (7) and (11) shows that v is constant and equal to its limiting value R/12 = H2.
Since (27) where r' = (x',y',z') and r'| = r'. The integration is over the entire space time. The delta and Heaviside functions, however, restrict the integration to finite regions. The evaluation of the integral is straightforward and leads to the result 5. OirfA in de Sitter Space. A look at equation (7) shows that the leading term in GiXiA is giXt times the leading term in G((X, A). We have already calculated giXiA along the null geodesics. It therefore remains to determine vixiA.
For the charge considered in the previous section we have A i(X) = 4ire GRetiiAdaA = 4ire f GReti4da. Gi4A can be easily written down. Then from (6) we also get G4A and hence GRet4,. A simple calculation along these lines leads to' Get x(t + a)5(t-a-r) + r(t a-r), Part of this work was done at the Physical Research Laboratory, Ahmedabad, India, and the author is grateful to the Laboratory for the hospitality extended to him.
